Abstract─ Fuzzy PID controller design is still a complex task due to the involvement of a large number of parameters in defining the fuzzy rule base. To reduce the huge number of fuzzy rules required in the normal design for fuzzy PID controller, the fuzzy PID controller is represented as
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Introduction
Helicopter flight is a very difficult task due to the strong coupling of the various degrees of freedom of the helicopter. In addition, many mathematical models are unable to predict cross-coupling satisfactorily, thus making accurate modelling is difficult and controller design is challenging. The work of a helicopter pilot is thought to be significantly more difficult than any other pilot's due to the strong coupling of the various degrees of freedom. Helicopter is naturally non-stable system because of existence of great variations in system dynamics, the strong cross coupling composition and strict requirements on the system performance.
Like aircraft control, helicopter control is accomplished primarily by producing moments about all three aircraft axes: roll, pitch and yaw.
Over the year, the problem of helicopter control design has received much attention. The researchers applied different design methodologies to design a control system for helicopters [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The helicopter parameters are very dependent on the operating point; therefore the controllers have to be very robust to meet the control objectives.
In the last four dcades, the fuzzy controller application becomes more familiar to propose as a robust controller for many industrial applications.
In 1975, Mamdani and Assilian developed the first fuzzy logic controller (FLC), and it was successfully implemented to control a laboratory steam engine plant [8] . There are several types of control systems that use FLC as an essential system component. The majority of applications during the 2012 past decades belong to the class of fuzzy PID controllers [9] [10] [11] . Hu et al. described a new methodology for the systematic design of the fuzzy PID controllers based on theoretical fuzzy analysis and genetic based optimization [12] . These fuzzy controllers can be further classified into three types: the direct action (DA) type, the gain scheduling (GS) type and a combination of DA and GS types. The majority of fuzzy PID applications belong to the DA type; here the fuzzy PID controller is placed within the feedback control loop, and computes the PID actions through fuzzy inference. In GS type controllers, fuzzy inference is used to compute the individual PID gains and the inference is either error driven self-tuning or performance-based supervisory tuning. This procedure will reduce number of rules needed significantly. It is difficult to formulate control rules with sum-of error variable input, as its steadystate value is unknown for most control problems.
FPGA
‫واﻻﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻴﺔ‬ ‫اﻟﻜﻬﺮﺑﺎﺋﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﻟﻠﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ‬ ‫اﻟﻌﺮاﻗﻴﺔ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﺠﻠﺔ‬
To overcome that problem, a PDF controller may be employed to serve as PIF controller in incremental form.
In the last two decades, many researchers focused on the development of a hardware implementation fuzzy logic controller. Some researchers used an analogue circuit to implement each part of fuzzy system (including: Fuzzification, Fuzzy Inference and Defuzzification) [13] [14] [15] . The structure of fuzzy system is complex, so that the analogue circuit has to be very complicated to implement the logic system. Therefore, many researchers proposed digital rather than analogue circuits to implement the fuzzy logic system. 
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Bench-top Helicopter Mathematical
Model
The physical model of bench-top helicopter is shown in Figure 1 [20] . 
The Ziegler-Nichols closed loop tuning method has been used to tune the parameters of the conventional PID controller. The structures of the next two control systems that have been used in this paper are discussed in section 3 and section 4 respectively.
The Structure of the IMC-PID Controller
Many researchers used the IMC-PID controller to design the control system for different applications [22, 23] . The internal model control scheme has been widely applied in the field of process control. This is due to its simple and straightforward controller design procedure as well as its good disturbance rejection capabilities and robustness properties. The IMC primary controller C(s) is given in the following equation (2) where is the realizable factor [22] .
The equivalent controller transfer function G c (s) is given as It is difficult to formulate control rules with the input variable sum of error Σe, as its steady state value is unknown for most control problem [24] .
To overcome the problem, a PDF controller may be 
 u(n) is replaced by Δu(n).
From above, the structure of fuzzy PID controller in Figure 4 can be modified as shown in Figure 5 , where PIF controller is replaced by PDF controller with summation at its output is used. The rapid evaluation of silicon technologies has helped to reduce the size of FPGA integrated circuits and cost, therefore, the FPGAs can be used The helicopter parameters used in this simulation are shown in Table 1 . To design the fuzzy PID controller, the triangular membership functions have been used for input and output variables shown in Figure 7 . Table 2 shows the rule table of 64 fuzzy rules. proposed membership function and the control action in order to make sure of the rounding process inside the fuzzy system. Figure 8 shows the control surface between inputs/output variables using the proposed membership functions. After the design of Fuzzy PID controller has been completed, the FPGA board has been used to implement the proposed control system. Figure 11 shows the connection of the FPGA board with process system. First, a VHDL codes are downloaded into the FPGA chip (XILINX Spartan XC3S700AN) by using USB cable. Then, the Figure 12 shows the output signal of the D/A converter (control signal). By comparing Figure 12 and the simulation output signal of Fuzzy PID controller (which is shown in Figure 10 ), it can be seen that, the two output signals are identical. Figure 12 Control signal generated from FPGA board 
Implementation of Fuzzy
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